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If you are looking to replace your existing gas 
fired warm air unit then look no further than 
the Lennox G61MPVT series of high efficiency 
units.  Innovative variable speed technology 
make the Lennox G61MPVT quiet in operation 
and efficient in performance.

In general older Lennox or other manufacturers 
gas fired warm air units operated at below 80% 
efficiency and in some cases as low as 65%.  
The new Lennox G61MPVT series operates up 
to 95% efficient and subsequently you should 
see a healthy saving on your household utility 
bills, plus giving you the following benefits:

Comfort technology for smooth, soothing •	
heating
Two-stage, variable speed operation •	
minimizes up and down temperature 
changes
Higher efficiency units can save you money•	
A Lennox air conditioning package can •	
be added to your G61MPVT heater to 
give you all year round comfort.  This 
involves the fitting of an air conditioning 
coil to the G61MPVT which in turn is 
linked to an external Lennox condensing 
unit.  Compared to other forms of air 
conditioning this is a very competitive way 
of cooling your home.
A Lennox electronic air cleaner can also be •	
added to your system, which is particularly 
beneficial to those who suffer with asthma 
or similar allergies.  

LENNOX G61MPVT GAS FIRED WARM AIR UNITS

Variable speed technology improves comfort 
and air quality

A variable speed motor moves at different 
speeds to precisely control the flow of air 
throughout your home.  Better airflow control 
means a better balance of comfort.

When the variable speed motor increases 
speed, it does so smoothly and gradually.  
During summer months, this allows your air 
conditioning (if fitted) to remove moisture from 
the air for improved comfort and better air 
quality.

Two levels of heating, a higher level of comfort.

Unlike typical single-stage gas fired warm air 
units, the G61MPVT has two levels of heating.  
It’s like having two gas fired warm air heaters in 
one:  a small heater (first stage/low heat) for mild 
days and a larger heater (second stage/high 
heat) for extremely cold days.  This minimizes 
temperature swings within your home.

Compared to older warm air units the high 
efficiency Lennox G61MPVT can offer all year 
round savings.

The G61MPVT provides heating efficiencies of 
up to an impressive 94.6% AFUE.  The higher 
the efficiency rating, the higher your energy 
savings.  

As an added benefit, the G61MPVT’s variable 
speed motor uses about two-thirds less electricity 
than a standard motor.  During cooling operation 
(if fitted), this typically results in an efficiency gain 
of 1 SEER (Seasonally Energy Efficiency Ratio), 
which can add to you energy savings.



Exclusive technology maximizes your comfort, 
while minimizing sound.
  
Since the first stage (low heat) meets your 
household heating demands approximately 
80% of the time, the G61MPVT is quieter than 
standard, single stage warm air heaters.  And 
the variable speed motor ramps up to speed 
slowly, so there’s no sudden blast of air at start-
up.  A specially insulated cabinet further reduces 
operating sound.

Slow, continuous air circulation creates better 
indoor air quality.

When you set your thermostat to “FAN”, the 
G61MPVT continues to slowly circulate air 
throughout your home.  That means you can 
run the fan constantly without running the risk 
of increasing operating costs.  It also means 
better indoor air quality – low speed fan 
operation increases the effectiveness of your 
filters, allowing them to capture and remove 
more contaminates. 

Duralok Plus Heat 
Exchanger - Made of 
patented AirmorTuf steel, 
allows furnace to reach 
superhigh efficiency levels.

Two-Stage Gas Valve - 
Quietly adjusts the amount of 
gas to accommodayte two 
levels of heating for better 
temperature control.

Special Sound- Absorbing 
Insulation - Further reduces 
sound for quiet operation.

Variable Speed Motor - 
Super efficient motor quietly 
controls flow of air for added 
humidity control, indoor air 
quality and comfort.

SureLight Control Board - 
Controls furnace operation 
to ensure high relability and 
efficency.

Durable Steel Cabinet 
- Made to last with an 
attractive, high-quality 
textured paint finish.

COMFORT LIKE YOU’VE NEVER EXPERIENCED, SAVINGS LIKE YOU’VE NEVER IMAGINED

G61MPVT

Up to 94.6% AFUE



Gasflow Ltd is the UK National Distributor
for Lennox Gas and Oil Fired Warm Air Units

Model Number
G61MPVT-
36B-070

G61MPVT-
60C-090

G61MPVT-
60C-110

G61MPVT-
60D-135

Gas Heating - 
High Fire

Input kW 19.3 25.8 32.3 38.7

Output kW 17.9 23.7 29.0 35.7

Temp.rise range °C 25-41 22-39 28-44 36-53

Gas Heating - 
Low Fire

Input kW 13.2 17.6 22.0 26.4

Output kW 12.6 16.7 21.1 25.5

Temp.rise range °C 14-31 11-28 17-33 22-39

Heating efficiency (AFUE) 94.1% 94.6% 94.3% 94.6%

Indoor blower Air volume range l/s 295-660 410-1020 350-1045 430-1035

Electrical characteristics 240 volts - 50 hertz - 1 phase (less than 10 amps)

Shipping Data Dim. HxWxD (mm) 1016x446x724 1016x533x724 1016x533x724 1016x622x724

Weight kg 68 82 85 94

Unit Specifications

Innovation never felt so good

Leading the way in comfort and energy efficiency.
In the USA Lennox is the first and only HVAC (Heating/Ventilating/Air Conditioning) company to be 
named an EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) ENERY STAR Partner of the year.  This prestigious 
honour reflects Lennox’ ongoing commitment to producing high-quality, high efficiency products and 
energy-saving innovations.  
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